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Abstract  

The work describes a simulation-based performance comparison study of a Man-on-the-Side attack based on ARP 

spoofing, its detection, and prevention. Using Wireshark as the deep packet analyzer, we performed a Man-on-the-Side 

attack leveraging the ARP spoofing table, showing the real environment created to simulate a Man-on-the-Side attack. 

The presented sample revealed how a MotS attack could quickly get the password from an unsecured login. The two 

frames from the victim and the attacker's relay to the website have been displayed. 
 

An active attack in computer security is known as a Man-on-the-Side attack (MotS) [1, 2]. Cyber-

attackers can eavesdrop on and insert messages into the two parties' communication. When responding to a 
victim's request, the attacker uses a timing advantage to ensure his message gets there first and before the 
proper response [3-8]. One technique for identifying a MotS attack is latency examination. The majority of 
IoT devices use fog computing to guarantee fast data transport. During network monitoring, man-on-the-side 

attacks can also be found using deep packet inspection (DPI) and deep flow inspection (DFI). Network 
monitors may access data such as packet size and length thanks to DPI and DFI. Forensic analysis of the 
network traffic must be performed to establish whether the collected network traffic is a MotS attack in the 
first place. 95% of websites on Google use HTTPS, according to Google's transparency report. Organizations 
should think about setting up stringent HTTP transport security (HSTS). HSTS allows servers to reject 
untrusted connections when configured. Attacks like SSL stripping are rendered impossible by this. One of 
the best ways to stop a MotS attack is with the help of an automated certificate management system. For 

instance, a MotS attacker can take advantage of a single image loading over unencrypted HTTP. 
The man-on-the-side attack is comparable to a man-in-the-middle attack [7]. The attacker can only 

access the communication channel regularly, which allows him to read the traffic and add new messages but 
not alter or delete those sent by other participants. This condition differs from a man-in-the-middle attack 
when the attacker controls a network node completely. When responding to a victim's request, the attacker 
uses a timing advantage to ensure that his message gets there first and before the proper response [6]. 

Using Wireshark as the deep packet analyzer, we performed a Man-on-the-Side attack leveraging the 

ARP spoofing table below, showing the real environment created to simulate a Man-on-the-Side attack. 

Table 1. Simulation environment parameters 

 IP address MAC address Modified MAC address on victim's IP table 

Gateway 147.174.120.1 PrimaryA 6b:40:99 DellComp 4e:4f:69 

Victim 147.174.120.208 AmbitMic cc:1b:6c – 

Attacker  147.174.120.235  DellComp 4e:4f:69 – 

 
This process, also known as ARP poisoning, involves the attacker pretending to be the victim's gateway 

to exploit the ARP protocol. The victim's site and the gateway's IP forwarding table are modified. The 
attacker now has access to every message sent or received between the Web server and the victim. The IP 
tables of the gateway, the victim's correct MAC addresses, and the modified MAC addresses as a result of 
the ARP spoof are listed in Table 1. Every message sent from the victim to the gateway will be retransmitted 
to the victim from the attacker since the attacker essentially acts as the relaying station of the messages 
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exchanged between the victim and the gateway. The source and destination MAC address at the Network 
Access Layer, Ethernet II, indicated in the detailed area, are the sole thing separating these two packets.  This 
sample demonstrates how a MotS attack can quickly get the password from an unsecured login. Once more, 
we display the two frames from the victim and the attacker's relay to the website (Fig. 1). 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The two frames from the victim and the attacker's relay to the website 
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